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1. Introduction
One of the approaches to the study of factorized groups is to assume certain
particular connections between the factors involved. In this spirit, the concept of
totally permutable products of groups has been introduced by Asaad and Shaalan
in [1]. A group G = HK is said to be the totally permutable product of the
groupsH and K if every subgroup of H permutes with every subgroup of K . One
of the important questions is then, which properties of the factors are inherited
by the whole group (and vice versa). The first result in this direction is due
to Asaad and Shaalan: a totally permutable product of two finite supersoluble
groups is supersoluble. The combined work of various authors (cf. [2,3]) led to
a significant generalization of this result in the framework of formation theory:
If G is any formation of finite groups containing the formation U of all finite
supersoluble groups and if the group G is the totally permutable product of H
and K , then G belongs to G provided that H and K belong to G. If in addition G
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is either of soluble groups or saturated, the converse is also true. The hypothesis
that G contains U is essential. This is due to the fact that the product of two cyclic
groups is supersoluble (see [4, Theorem 10.1]) but in general not nilpotent.
The aim of this paper is to start an investigation on totally permutable products
by considering instead of formations the dual type of classes, namely Fitting
classes. We recall that a class of groups F is a Fitting class if it is closed under
taking normal subgroups and products of normal subgroups. As in the case of
formations, it is necessary to assume that the Fitting class under consideration
contains U (although U is not a Fitting class). One of our main results shows that
for Fitting classes F with a weak form of subgroup closure (so called Fischer
classes) the above mentioned result is true, i.e., a totally permutable product is
in F if and only if the factors are in F . We will also obtain positive results for
other types of Fitting classes. However, we have been unable to settle the case of
arbitrary Fitting classes containing U .
Throughout this paper we assume that all groups considered are finite. Notation
is standard and is taken mainly from [5]. This book is also the reference for results
concerning classes of groups.
2. Preliminary results
Lemma 1 [6, Lemma 1]. Let the group G = NB be the product of two
subgroups N and B . Suppose that N is normal in G. Since B acts by conjugation
on N , we can construct the semidirect product X = [N]B , with respect to this
action. Then the natural map α :X→G given by (n, b)α = nb, for every n ∈ N
and every b ∈ B , is an epimorphism, kerα ∩N = 1 and kerα  CX(N).
We recall in the next lemma some basic properties of totally permutable groups
which will be often used in the sequel:
Lemma 2 [7, Theorem 1 and Corollary 2]. Assume that H and K are totally
permutable groups. Then:
(1) H centralizes KN and K centralizes HN , where N denotes the class of all
nilpotent groups. In particular, HN and KN are both normal subgroups of
the product HK .
(2) [H,K] is a nilpotent normal subgroup of HK .
For any group X and any local formation H,ZH(X) denotes the H-hyper-
centre of X (see [5, IV.6.8]). In a product of totally permutable groups we have
the following result concerning the U -hypercenter, where U denotes the class of
all supersoluble groups:
Lemma 3. Let the group G = HK be the product of the totally permutable
subgroups H and K . Then [H,K] ZU (G). In particular, H ∩K  ZU (G).
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Proof. First we recall that GU = HUKU by [6, Corollary 2]. Let X and Y be
U -projectors of H andK , respectively. Then [H,K] = [HUX,KUY ] = [X,Y ]
XY by Lemma 2. Moreover, XY ∈ ProjU (G) by [8, Theorem 5]. On the other
hand, [H,K]  〈HG〉 ∩ 〈KG〉  CG(HUKU ) = CG(GU ). Therefore, we have
that [H,K] CXY (GU )=ZU (G) by [5, Theorem IV.6.14].
Finally, the last assertion follows now from the fact that





As mentioned before our aim is to investigate the situation when for a product
G=HK of totally permutable groups containment of H and K in a Fitting class
F implies containment of G in F and vice versa. To this end we first provide
information about the structure of a minimal counterexample to each of these two
types of results.
Proposition 1. Let H be a subgroup-closed local formation and let
TH =
(
G=HK: H,K totally permutable, H ∩K  ZH(G)
)
.
Let F be a Fitting class containing U . Suppose there exists G = HK ∈ TH
with H,K ∈ F , but G /∈ F . Among all such groups in TH choose one with
|G| + |H | |K| minimal. Then—after interchanging the roles of H and K if
necessary—the following holds:
(i) H/HN is a cyclic p-group for a prime p, 1 =HN G.
(ii) K is a normal abelian p′-subgroup, p | q−1 for all prime divisors q of |K|.
(iii) K = [H,K].
(iv) H ∩K =HN ∩K  ZU (G) \ZN (G).
If U ⊆H, then (ii) can be replaced by
(ii′) K is a normal cyclic q-subgroup, q a prime, p | q − 1.
Proof. First notice that, for any subgroup M of G, ZH(G)∩M  ZH(M), since
H is subgroup closed. Hence, whenever H1  H and K1  K , it is clear that
M =H1K1 ∈ TH.
We split the proof into the following steps:
(1) We may assume that K is a nilpotent group and H is not nilpotent.
Moreover, [K,HN ] = 1.
Suppose that neither H nor K is nilpotent. Then HN = 1 and KN = 1.
By Lemma 2, [K,HN ] = 1 and [H,KN ] = 1. Then K  CG(HN ) < G and
H  CG(KN ) < G. Hence CG(HN ) = K(H ∩ CG(HN )) is a product of two
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totally permutable subgroups in F , since CH (HN )H ∈F . By the choice of G










If both H and K are nilpotent groups, then G ∈ U ⊆ F , by [1, Theorem 3.1].
Now the conclusion is clear by Lemma 2.
(2) G= 〈HG〉 =H [H,K], 〈KG〉 ∩H ∈N and 〈KG〉 ∈ U ⊆F .
First notice that [K,HN ] = 1 implies [〈KG〉,HN ] = 1. Now(〈
KG
〉∩H )/(〈KG〉∩HN )∼= (〈KG〉∩H )HN/HN ∈N
and 〈
KG
〉∩HN  Z(〈KG〉∩H ),
so 〈KG〉 ∩ H ∈ N . Consequently, 〈KG〉 = (〈KG〉 ∩ H)K is a product of two
totally permutable nilpotent subgroups. Then 〈KG〉 ∈ U because of [1, Theo-
rem 3.1].
Assume now that 〈HG〉<G. Then 〈HG〉 =H(〈HG〉∩K) is a product of two
totally permutable subgroups in F , which implies 〈HG〉 ∈F by the choice of G.
Hence, G= 〈HG〉〈KG〉 ∈ N0(F)=F ; a contradiction.
(3) There exists a prime number p such that G = HNHp〈KG〉, with Hp
a Sylow p-subgroup of H .
If HNHq〈KG〉<G for all primes q , where Hq is a Sylow q-subgroup of H ,
then HNHq〈KG〉 = HNHq(〈KG〉 ∩ H)K ∈ F by the choice of G. Moreover,
HNHq〈KG〉 is a normal subgroup of G. Consequently, G ∈ N0(F)= F ; a con-
tradiction.
(4) For all primes q = p, HNHq [H,K] is a normal F -subgroup of G, where
Hq is a Sylow q-subgroup of H .







(5) HNHp[Hp,K] /∈F .
Suppose that C = HNHp[Hp,K] ∈ F . Since [K,HN ] = 1, we have that
C = 〈(HNHp)G〉 is a normal subgroup of G. Then, by (2) and (4), it follows
that






a contradiction, which proves step (5).
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(6) G=HNHp[Hp,K] =HNHpK .
Assume that C =HNHp[Hp,K]<G. We notice that
C = C ∩ (HNHpK)=HNHp(C ∩K)
is a product of two totally permutable subgroups in F . Consequently, C ∈ F by
the choice of G, which contradicts step (5).
(7) H/HN is a p-group.
This fact follows from (6) by the choice of (H,K).
(8) p divides q−1, for all prime divisors q of |K| different from p. Moreover,
G=HNHpOp(K)Op′(K) and Op′(K) is a normal subgroup of G.
We first claim that there exists a prime q dividing |K| with p < q . Suppose that
p  q , for all primes q dividing |K|. Since HpK is a supersoluble group by [1,
Theorem 3.1], it follows that HpOp(K) is a normal subgroup of HpK . Therefore
H =HNHp is a subnormal subgroup of G=HNHpK . But this implies that
G=H 〈KG〉 ∈ N0(F)=F ,
a contradiction.
Let
π(K)∪ {p} = {p1,p2, . . . , pt = p,pt+1, . . . , pn},
with p1 < p2 < · · · < pt = p < pt+1 < · · · < pn. We denote π = {p,pt+1,
. . . , pn} and π ′ = (π(K)∪{p}) \π . Since HpK is a supersoluble group,Oπ ′(K)
normalizesHpOπ(K). ThenG=HNHp[Hp,K] =HNHpOπ(K) by (6). Now,
by the choice of (H,K), it follows that K =Oπ(K) and so p  q , for all primes
q ∈ π(K).
Finally the facts that p|q−1, for all primes q ∈ π(K), q = p, and that Op′(K)
is a normal subgroup of G=HNHpOp(K)Op′(K) follow again because HpK
is a supersoluble group.
(9) K is a normal p′-subgroup of G. Moreover, K = [H,K].
If HOp′(K) < G, then HOp′(K) ∈F by the choice of G. Since HNOp′(K)
is a normal subgroup of G and G/HNOp′(K) is a p-group by (8), it follows that
HOp′(K) is a subnormal subgroup of G. This means that
G= (HOp′(K))〈KG〉 ∈ N0(F)=F ,
a contradiction. Hence G=HOp′(K) and K =Op′(K) by the choice of (H,K).
By (8), K is normal in G.
Now, the last assertion follows by the choice of (H,K) from (2) and the fact
that [H,K]K .
(10) H normalizes each subgroup of K and K is an abelian group.
Let U be a subgroup of K . Then HpU is a product of two totally permutable
nilpotent subgroups, which implies that it is a supersoluble group. Since p
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is the smallest prime dividing the order of this group, we conclude that Hp
normalizes U . Moreover, since [HN ,K] = 1, the first statement follows by (7).
In particular, Hp normalizes each subgroup of the nilpotent p′-group K , but
Hp does not centralize K . By [7, Lemma 1], we have that K is an abelian group.
(11) H ∩K =HN ∩K  ZU (G) \ZN (G).
Notice that H ∩K =HN ∩K , by (7) and (9). Moreover,H ∩K  ZU (G) by
Lemma 3. Assume that H ∩K  ZN (G). Since by (1), (6), (9), and (10) K =
[K,H ] = [K,Hp] is an abelian p′-group and H ∩K is Hp-invariant, we deduce
from [5, Corollary A.12.6] that H ∩K = [H ∩K,Hp]. But then H ∩K  ZN (G)
implies H ∩K = 1. By (9) we can consider G/HNK , which is a nilpotent group,
and G/K , which is an F -group. Moreover,G/HN is supersoluble, because it is a
product of two totally permutable nilpotent groups. Applying the quasi-R0 lemma
[5, Lemma IX.13], we deduce that G ∈F , a contradiction.
(12) H/HN is a cyclic p-group.
If this were not true, we could consider two different maximal subgroupsL and
M of H containing HN . By the choice of (G,H,K), we would have that KL
and KM belong to F . Consequently G ∈ N0(F)=F , which is a contradiction.
Notice that statements (i)–(iv) are now completely proved by means of the
previous steps.
From now on, we assume that U ⊆ H . Then, by Lemma 3, the assertion
H ∩ K  ZH(G) is always satisfied whenever G = HK is the product of the
totally permutable subgroups H and K; that is, all such products belong to TH.
In this case, we have:
(13) K is a q-group, for a prime q = p.
Take a prime divisor q of |K|. Then HOq ′(K) is an F -group by the choice
of (G,H,K). From (10), G is the product of the two totally permutable F -sub-
groups HOq ′(K) and Oq(K). If the result were not true, we could consider a
prime q such that H ∩Oq ′(K) = 1, by (11). Then, by the choice of (H,K), we
would obtain that G ∈F , a contradiction which proves step (13).
(14) K is a cyclic q-group.
Assume that K is not cyclic. Since K is an abelian q-group and H ∩K = 1,
there is a direct decomposition K =M × N , with N a cyclic group such that
H ∩ N = 1. Then, by the choice of (H,K), it follows that HN ∈ F . Now
G = (HN)M is a product of two totally permutable subgroups in F , by (10).
Hence, by the choice of (H,K), it follows that G ∈F , a contradiction.
This proves (ii′) and concludes the proof. ✷
Proposition 2. Let H be a subgroup-closed local formation,
TH =
(
G=HK: H,K totally permutable, H ∩K  ZH(G)
)
.
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Let F be a Fitting class containing U . Suppose there exists G=HK ∈ TH such
that G ∈F but not both H , K are in F . Among all such groups in TH choose one
with |G| + |H | |K| minimal. Then the following holds:
(i) H/HN is a cyclic p-group for a prime p, 1 =HN G.
(ii) K is a normal abelian p′-subgroup, p | q−1 for all prime divisors q of |K|.
(iii) K = [H,K].
(iv) H ∩K =HN ∩K  ZU (G) \ZNG).
If U ⊆H, then (ii) can be replaced by
(ii′) K is a normal cyclic q-subgroup, q a prime, p | q − 1.
Proof. Notice first that whenever H1  H and K1  K , then it is clear that
H1K1 ∈ TH.
We split the proof into the following steps:
(1) We may assume that K is a nilpotent group and H is not nilpotent.
Moreover, [K,HN ] = 1.
If we assume that neither H nor K is nilpotent, we can argue as in the proof
of Proposition 1, step (1), and conclude that CG(HN )=K(H ∩ CG(HN )) is a
proper normal subgroup of G. By the choice of G, we obtain that K ∈ F . In a
similar way, H ∈F . But this contradicts the choice of G.
(2) G= 〈HG〉 =H [H,K], 〈KG〉 ∩H ∈N and 〈KG〉 ∈ U ⊆F .
If 〈HG〉<G, we can easily deduce that H ∈F by the choice of G and taking
into account that 〈HG〉 =H(〈HG〉 ∩K). The remainder follows as in the proof
of Proposition 1, step (2).
(3) There exists a prime number p such that G = HNHp〈KG〉, with Hp a
Sylow p-subgroup of H .
Assume that HNHq〈KG〉 < G, for all primes q , where Hq is a Sylow q-
subgroup of H . Since HNHq〈KG〉 is a normal subgroup of G, HNHq〈KG〉 ∈
Sn(F)= F . But HNHq〈KG〉 =HNHq(〈KG〉∩H)K is a product of two totally
permutable subgroups. By the choice of G we deduce that HNHq(〈KG〉 ∩H) ∈
F . In particular, HNHq ∈ Sn(F)= F , for all primes q , and so H ∈ N0(F)=F ,
a contradiction.
(4) For all primes q = p, HNHq ∈F , where Hq is a Sylow q-subgroup of H .
Moreover, HNHp /∈F .
Notice that HNHq  HN 〈KG〉 by (3) and so HNHq  HN (〈KG〉 ∩ H).
But HN (〈KG〉 ∩H) ∈ F since it is the product of two normal subgroups in F .
Then HNHq ∈ Sn(F) = F . Finally, if HNHp ∈ F , then H ∈ N0(F) = F ,
a contradiction. So (4) follows.
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(5) G=HNHp[Hp,K] =HNHpK .
Since C = HNHp[Hp,K] = 〈(HNHp)G〉 is a normal subgroup of G, we
have that C ∈F . Moreover,
C =HNHp(C ∩K)
is a product of two totally permutable subgroups. Hence, if C <G, thenHNHp ∈
F by the choice of G, which contradicts (4).
(6) H/HN is a p-group.
This follows from (5) by the choice of (H,K).
(7) p divides q−1, for all prime divisors q of |K| different from p. Moreover,
G=HNHpOp(K)Op′(K) and Op′(K) is a normal subgroup of G.
We claim first that there exists a prime q dividing |K| with p < q . Otherwise,
arguing as in the proof of Proposition 1, step (8), we obtain that HNHp is
a subnormal subgroup of G by (5). Then HNHp ∈ F in this case, which
contradicts (4). Now, the result follows again as in the proof of Proposition 1,
step (8).
(8) K is a normal p′-subgroup of G. Moreover, K = [H,K].
We have that HOp′(K) is a subnormal subgroup of G as in the proof of
Proposition 1, step (9), and so, in this case, HOp′(K) ∈ F . If HOp′(K) < G,
we deduce that H ∈ F by the choice of G, which is a contradiction. Then G=
HOp′(K) and, again by the choice of (H,K), we obtain that K = Op′(K) is a
normal subgroup of G. The last assertion follows as in the proof of Proposition 1,
step (9).
(9) H normalizes each subgroup of K and K is an abelian group.
This follows from the previous steps by arguing as in the proof of Proposi-
tion 1, step (10).
(10) H ∩K =HN ∩K  ZU (G) \ZN (G).
From (6), (8) and Lemma 3 it is clear that H ∩ K = HN ∩ K and H ∩ K
 ZU (G). Moreover, using (8) and (9) and arguing as in Proposition 1, step (11),
we can deduce that H ∩ K  ZN (G) implies H ∩ K = 1. Now, we have that
G ∈ F , G/HNK is a nilpotent group and G/HN is supersoluble, because it is
a product of two totally permutable nilpotent groups. Since H ∩K = 1, we can
apply the quasi-R0 lemma to conclude that H ∼=G/K ∈F , a contradiction which
proves step (10).
(11) H/HN is a cyclic p-group.
If this were not true, we could consider two different maximal subgroupsL and
M of H containing HN . Since KL and KM are subnormal subgroups of G ∈F ,
we would have that KL ∈ F and KM ∈ F . Hence, by the choice of (G,H,K),
L and M belong to F . Consequently H ∈ N0(F)=F , which is a contradiction.
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Notice that statements (i)–(iv) are now completely proved by means of the
previous steps.
In the sequel we assume that U ⊆ H. Again we have that G = HK ∈ TH
whenever G=HK is the product of the totally permutable subgroups H and K ,
by Lemma 3. In this case, we have:
(12) K is a q-group, for a prime q = p.
If the result were not true, we could consider a prime q such that H ∩Oq ′(K)
= 1, by (10). Since G is the product of the two totally permutable subgroups
HOq ′(K) and Oq(K) by (9), we could deduce by the choice of (G,H,K) that
HOq ′(K) is an F -group. Then, again by the choice of (H,K), we would obtain
that H ∈F , a contradiction which proves step (12).
(13) K is a cyclic q-group.
Assume that K is not cyclic. We can consider a direct decomposition K =
M × N , with N a cyclic group such that H ∩ N = 1. Since G = (HN)M is a
product of two totally permutable subgroups by (9), it follows that HN ∈ F by
the choice of (G,H,K). Hence, by the choice of (H,K), we deduce that H ∈F ,
a contradiction.
This proves (ii′) and the result follows. ✷
As a consequence of the preceding discussions, we immediately obtain a
result which is valid for all Fitting classes containing U , provided that there is
a restriction on the intersection of the two factors in a totally permutable product.
Theorem 1. Let F be a Fitting class containing U . Let the group G = HK
be the product of the totally permutable subgroups H and K . Assume that
H ∩K  ZN (G)=Z∞(G). Then G belongs to F if and only if H and K belong
to F .
Proof. This follows from Propositions 1(iv) and 2(iv) with H=N . ✷
In contrast to Theorem 1, the results to follow are valid for any totally
permutable product. We have, however, to restrict to certain types of Fitting
classes. The most satisfactory result is obtained for Fischer classes. We recall
that Fischer classes F are Fitting classes with the property that for each G ∈ F
and each subgroup H of G such that HN is subnormal in G, also H is in F .
Theorem 2. Let F be a Fischer class containing U . Let the group G = HK be
the product of the totally permutable subgroups H and K . Then G belongs to F
if and only if H and K belong to F .
Proof. The fact that G ∈ F implies H ∈ F and K ∈ F is clear, since HN and
KN are normal subgroups of G and F is a Fischer class.
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We prove now that if H and K belong to F , then G belongs to F . Assume the
result is false and take G=HK , a minimal counterexample as in Proposition 1
with H= E , the class of all finite groups.
We denote C = CH (K) and L = H ∩ K . Recall that HN  C. Then, by
Proposition 1, (i) and (ii′) , we can consider elements k ∈K , l ∈ L and h ∈H/C
such thatK = 〈k〉, L= 〈l〉 andH/C = 〈h〉. Let |K/L| = s and |H/C| =m. Since
K is a normal subgroup of G, h acts on K by taking every element of K to the
ith power, for a suitable positive integer i . Then h−1 acts on K by taking every
element of K to the rth power, for a positive integer r such that ir ≡ 1(mod |K|).
Let [K](H/C) be the semidirect product of K with H/C corresponding to this
action. By [5, Theorem A.18.9], there exists a monomorphism µ : [K](H/C)→
L∼reg [K/L](H/C) in such a way that:
(i) µ(l)= (l, . . .s , l, lr , . . .s , lr , . . . , lrm−1, . . .s , lrm−1).
Notice that L# = µ(L)× (L2 × · · · ×Lsm), where L# = L1 × · · · ×Lsm denotes
the base group of the considered regular wreath product and every Li denotes a
copy of L, for i = 1, . . . , sm.
(ii) µ(H/C)=H/C; in fact, µ(h)= h.
(iii) L#(K/L)= L#µ(K); in particular, L#([K/L](H/C))= L#µ(K)(H/C).
(iv) µ(k)h = µ(k)µ(h) = µ(ki)= µ(k)i .
(v) µ(k)= l∗(Lk), for some l∗ ∈ L#.
Consider 〈α〉, a cyclic group isomorphic to H/C acting on each component
of L# by lα = lr . Notice that α commutes with each element of [K/L](H/C)
when acting on L#. This means that the group ([K/L](H/C))× 〈α〉 acts on L#.
Now we consider [L#]((K/L)〈(h,α)〉), the corresponding semidirect product of
L# with the subgroup (K/L)〈(h,α)〉 of this direct product. We remark that, in this
group, µ(l)(h,α) = µ(l)ir = µ(l).
We consider now H1 an isomorphic group to H , acting on each component of
L# by an equivalent action to the action of H on L via conjugation. We notice that
again each element of H1 commutes with each element of (K/L)〈(h,α)〉 when
acting on L#. Then ((K/L)〈(h,α)〉) ×H1 acts on L# and we can construct the
corresponding semidirect product X = [L#]((K/L)〈(h,α)〉 ×H1). Let L1 = 〈l1〉
be the corresponding subgroup of H1 isomorphic to L  H . Let D = {µ(l)t lt1:
t ∈ Z} which is a subgroup of X. Moreover D is normal in X because
(K/L)〈(h,α)〉 centralizes µ(L) and L1 by (i) and the previous remark, and
besidesµ(L) andL1 areH1-isomorphic. So we can consider the group X =X/D.
We denote by “bar” the images in this factor group.
We claim that X ∈ F . On the one hand, we notice that L#(K/L)〈(h,α)〉
is supersoluble and so it is an F -group. This is because obviously [K](H/C)
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is supersoluble, which implies in particular that |H/C| divides q − 1, for the
prime divisor q of |K|. Now we are going to see that L#H1 ∈ F . Then it
will be clear that X ∈ N0(F) = F . We have that L#H1 = (L2 × · · · ×Lsm)H1
with (L2 × · · · ×Lsm) ∩ H1 = 1¯ and H1 ∼= H1 . If C1 is the corresponding
subgroup of H1 isomorphic to the subgroup C of H , it is clear that L#H1/C1
is an F -group because it is supersoluble. Obviously L#H1/ (L2 × · · · ×Lsm) is
isomorphic to H ∈F and H1/C1 is cyclic. Then it follows by the quasi-R0 lemma
that L#H1 ∈F .
Let h1 ∈ H1 such that H1/C1 = 〈C1h1〉 and consider in X the sub-
group Y , where Y is the semidirect product of L# with a subdirect product of
((K/L)〈(h,α)〉) × H1 with amalgamated factor group 〈(h,α)〉 ∼= H1/C1 (see
[5, Theorem A.19.1, Definition A.19.2]). Then Y ∈ F because Y is a normal
subgroup of X. We claim now that the group G is embedded in Y . To see this





K2 = µ(K)∼= µ(K)∼=K.
We have that H2 ∩K2 = µ(L)= L1. Moreover,
µ(k)(h,α,h1) = (l∗(Lk))(h,α,h1) = (l∗)(h,α,h1)(Lk)(h,α,h1)
= (l∗)h(Lk)h = (l∗(Lk))h = µ(k)h = µ(k)i.
From these remarks it follows that H2K2 ∼=HK =G. Finally, we notice that
(H2K2)
N K2C1 = µ(K)C1L#(K/L)C1  Y .
Since Y ∈ F and F is a Fischer class, we have that G ∼= H2K2 ∈ F , which
provides the final contradiction. ✷
Theorem 3. Let F be a Fitting class containing U . Assume that whenever
G ∈ F and N  ZU (G), then G/N ∈ F (in particular, this holds for a Q-closed
Fitting class). Let the group G = HK be the product of the totally permutable
subgroups H and K . If H and K belong to F , then G belongs to F .
Proof. Assume the result is false and take G= HK a minimal counterexample
as in Proposition 1 with H= E , the class of all finite groups.
Since K is a normal subgroup of G, H acts by conjugation on K and we
can construct the semidirect product C = [K]H with respect to this action. By
Lemma 1 there exists an epimorphism α :C→G such that kerα ∩K = 1 given
by (k,h)α = kh. Notice that kerα  [K ∩H ](K ∩H), which is a direct product.
We have that C/HN ∼= [K](Hp/(Hp ∩ HN )) ∈ U ⊆ F , by Proposition 1,
(i) and (ii). Moreover, C/K ∼= H ∈ F . Since C/([K]HN ) is a p-group, we
deduce that C ∈ F , by the quasi-R0 lemma. By Lemma 3 we can deduce
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that [K ∩ H ](K ∩ H)  ZU (C). Therefore kerα  ZU (C). This means that
C/kerα ∼=G ∈F , which provides the final contradiction. ✷
Next we show that the converse of this result also holds for R0-closed Fitting
classes.
Theorem 4. Let F be an R0-closed Fitting class containing U . Let the group
G=HK be the product of the totally permutable subgroups H and K . If G ∈F ,
then H ∈F and K ∈F .
Proof. Assume the result is false and take a minimal counterexample G =HK
as in Proposition 2 withH= E . In particular,K is a nilpotent normal p′-subgroup
of G and H/HN is a p-group, for a prime p.
Since HN is a normal subgroup of G, by Lemma 1 there exists an
epimorphism α :X → G such that kerα ∩ HN = 1 for the corresponding
semidirect product X = [HN ]HpK . We show first that X belongs to F .
Notice that X/HN ∼= HpK ∈ F because it is supersoluble. On the other hand,
X/kerα ∼=G ∈F . Hence X ∼=X/(HN ∩ kerα) ∈ R0(F)=F .
Now, since X/([HN ]K) is a p-group and HN ∩ K = 1 (in the semidirect
product X = [HN ]K) we deduce that X/K ∈ F by the quasi-R0 lemma. This
means that C = [HN ]Hp ∈F .
Again by Lemma 1, there exists an epimorphism φ :C→H such that kerφ ∩
HN = 1. Notice that C/HN and C/(HN kerφ) are nilpotent groups. Since
C ∈ F , applying again the quasi-R0 lemma, we obtain that C/kerφ ∈ F . But
this means that H ∈F , the final contradiction. ✷
The easiest way to construct Fitting classes that contain U is to form the Fitting
class products F  N or N  F (see [5, Definition IX.1.10]), where F is an
arbitrary Fitting class of full characteristic. Classes of the form F N are Fischer
classes (see [5, IX, p. 604]), so they are dealt with by Theorem 2. But also the
classes of type N F behave nicely with respect to totally permutable products.
Theorem 5. Let F be an arbitrary Fitting class containing N . Consider the
Fitting class product N F . Let the group G=HK be the product of the totally
permutable subgroups H and K . Then G ∈N F if and only if H ∈N F and
K ∈N F .
Proof. For any of the implications, we may assume, from Propositions 1 and 2,
that K is a nilpotent group and G=HF(G).
Assume first that H ∈N  F , that is, H/F(H) ∈ F . Since H/HN ∈N we
deduce that H/(HN ∩ F(H)) ∈ F by the quasi-R0 lemma. But HN ∩ F(H)=
HN ∩ F(G) is a normal subgroup of G because HN is centralized by K . Now,
applying again the quasi-R0 lemma to the group H/(HN ∩ F(G)) ∈ F and the
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normal subgroups (H ∩F(G))/(HN ∩F(G)) andHN /(HN ∩F(G)), it follows
that H/(F(G)∩H) ∈F . But this means that G/F(G) ∈F ; that is, G ∈N F .
The converse follows easily in a similar way. ✷
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